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The BSC CleanTitol V1.1 is the world's best ModCache cleaner. CleanTitol is a built-in code search function inside CleanTitol V1.1. It allows you to search for a specific piece of code in various mod packs, and the result will be displayed below. You can clean Mod Cache of other programs in this way. CleanTitol V1.1 is the professional and easy-to-use tool for cleaning Mod Cache. It's smart enough to select files to process according to their
categories, for example, remove useless textures, keep textures that you'd like to keep, and so on. By using BSC CleanTitol V1.1, you can enjoy a faster loading speed for games you've installed. You can even clean Mod Cache of other programs, in that way you can free memory, disk space, and reduce the size of installed files. - The more you clean, the more you save.- CleanTitol V1.1 makes Mod Cache cleaner and cleaner.- It

remembers all user-defined settings.- It lists the files and formats it cleans, and all the information about them.- CleanTitol V1.1 is easy to use.- It provides an intuitive user interface.- It's as simple as scanning for a specific code to search.- It has a cutting-edge mod search engine.- It has functions to completely clean Mod Cache, such as the left/right-edge-trimming function, and the left/right-trimming function for files of a specific size.-
And so on.- BSC CleanTitol V1.1 is smart enough to select files to process. - You can even clean Mod Cache of other programs.- It remembers all user-defined settings.- You can define up to 8 conditions for file filtering, such as Remove all files of a certain size, keep all files above a certain size, etc.- It lists the files and formats it cleans, and all the information about them.- You can preview the files before cleaning.- You can set the

maximum time limit to clean a particular file type, for example, PCM/WAV (MP3) / OGG (OGG/OGG2) or others.- You can even clean Mod Cache of other programs, in that way you can free memory, disk space, and reduce the size of installed files.- You can also add your own commands to search the Mod Cache, and run them on your own schedule, such as listing all files
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